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We manufacture and supply only the best gas cooktops and 
high power wok burners that combine beauty and functionality. 
Thoughtfully crafted in design & layout, our models ensure a 
luxury cooking experience.

Boasting high powered burners for the most intense heat & 
flavour and state of the art safety features you can be sure a 
Goldline cooktop will reward you in terms of innovation & quality. 
Some Goldline cooktops are designed specially for small and 
narrow spaces featuring innovative features for chefs, including 
our specially crafted design layout, to ensure that no burners are 
excluded from use when cooking with large woks or pots.
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ABOUT US
Goldline has been designing stove top solutions to 
household problems since 1990.

Our proud 
innovation 
heritage is based 
on a pioneering 
spirit and a 
desire for change 
& challenge to 
conventional 
appliances.



0203 9799 9660

INTRODUCTION



 



Flame Failure Device, 
our safety feature

Solid brass burner rings 
and bases

Available with enamel 
or cast iron trivets

Bevel edge glassOption of natural gas 
or LPG

Choice of black, white, 
glass, or stainless steel

Goldline’s selection of glass and stainless steel 
cooktops are Australian Gas Association Approved 
and come with innovative features, such as:

Goldline allows for a personal touch not only in customer 
service and experience but in our unique ability to offer 
tailored solutions, from narrow bench tops for small spaces, 
to tailored stove tops with extra space and heating 
functionality, Goldline has you covered.

With thoughtful burner 
placement and precision 
power control, you can 
be sure that Goldline will 
be your best friend in the 
kitchen.

BY REAL COOKS, FOR REAL COOKS

A MANUFACTURER YOU CAN TRUST

QUALITY
YOU CAN RELY ON
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INTRODUCTION

COMPANY HISTORY
How it all started

The original origins of my 
company began in the mid 70’s 
when I received my discharge 
from the R.A.N. after 9 years 
of service. I established the 
foundation of my company as 
a Registered builder catering 
mainly to the Asian community in 
Australia.

My clients were always saying 
to me that the cooktops on the 
market here were not powerful 
enough nor was the layout 
conducive to optimum usage of 
all the burners. I grew up in a 
family of ten & always observed 
my mother juggling the pots and 
pans on her 4 burner upright 
cooker & thinking that there must 
be a better way.

These two observations spurred 
me to actually doing something 
and in 1991 I launched the very 



first three burner cooktop with two wok burners onto the 
market. Sales were quite slow & in 1992 I sent a sample 
overseas to a very large corporation in Hong Kong who 
had seen my cooker on display here whilst their marketing 
manager was here on a visit to Australia. Within a few 
years, sales had jumped to $4 million a year.

In 1996 we were a finalist in two sections of the Telstra 
business awards followed by the Premiers business awards, 
HSBC Business awards and the Australian Chamber of 
commerce awards, Pursuit of excellence of the Victorian 
Government and the Hong Kong Australia Business 
association awards.

Our exports continued to grow and we were exporting to 
Taiwan, Thailand, Mauritius, Singapore and Malaysia. The 
product range has expanded from that first model to more 
than 14 different models, always maintaining that criteria I 
observed years ago as a young man observing my mother 
and listening to my clients.

Today we are proud that we are still a family owned 
& operated business, operating in a very competitive 
marketplace.

0403 9799 9660

WAYNE A’VARD
Managing Director

In 1991 I 
launched 

the very first 
three-burner 
cooktop with 

two wok 
burners into 

the market



NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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5 BURNER COOKTOPS
With advanced dual control features

 





 

x2 Boiler and simmer 
burners

Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

A new dual-control 
wok burner

Electronic ignition

Precision inner and 
outer ring flame control

Suitable for narrow 
cut-out cooktop areas

Available in natural 
gas or LPG



Moveable wok ring
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The 90 cm Gas on 
Glass 5 Burner 
Cooktop is an 
excellent choice 
for your complex 
cooking needs. 
At Goldline Corp, 
we designed the 
cooktop with many 
advanced features 
to enhance 
the cooking 
experience.

PRECISION RESULTS

ENHANCED COOKING EASY CLEANING

STANDARD SAFETY

MATCHES THE INTERIOR

The gas on glass cooktop provides 
a holistic cooking experience 
with a dual control wok burner, 
2 simmer burners, and 2 boiler 
burners. The inner and outer rings 
of the dual control wok burner are 
independent, and you can adjust 
heating precisely based on your 
cooking needs.

With five burners, including a dual 
control wok burner, you can cook 
large meals in no time. You also get 
more power and better control with 
advanced features.

The glass construction, movable 
wok stand, and removable spillage 
bowl make the cleaning and 
maintenance of the gas on glass 
hob hassle-free.

Flame Failure Device (FFD) is a 
feature that cuts the gas supply 
to burners as soon as the flame 
extinguishes. It minimises the risks 
of accidental fire damages due to 
cooktop issues.

The cooktop is manufactured using 
excellent quality black reflective 
glass that can match your kitchen 
and add value to the interior.



5 BURNER COOKTOPS
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GL5 GAS ON GLASS
NATUR AL GAS

DIMENSIONS

GL5 GAS ON GLASS
LPG

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring

Dual wok control 
burner

x1

Boiler burners x2

Simmer burners x2

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
930mm x 
500mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
885mm x 
405mm

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring

Dual wok control 
burner

x1

Boiler burners x2

Simmer burners x2

www.goldlinecorp.com.au

GLDUAL5BZNG - CAST GLDUAL5BZLPG - CAST
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4 BURNER COOKTOPS
The small space solution for real home chefs

NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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Available in 90cm and 
60cm variants

Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignitionPrecision multi-flame 
control

Trivets available in 
enamel or cast iron

Available in natural 
gas or LPG

High-powered wok 
brass burners



Moveable wok ring



ADVANCED FEATURESVARIANTS AVAILABLE

GREAT QUALITY & SERVICE

Our 4 burner gas stoves come with 
a range of features that provide you 
with more power and better control 
for your cooking requirements. The 
electronic ignition feature will ignite 
the cooktop effortlessly.

The flame failure device (FFD) is 
an standard safety feature that 
stops the flow of gas as soon as 
the flame extinguishes. This safety 
feature will help to protect property 
from accidental fire damages. The 
high-powered wok burners of the 
cooktop provide a powerful cooking 
experience, ensuring a quick and 
even cook.

We have both 90 cm and 60 cm 
cooktops available. We also offer 
both LPG and natural gas cooktops 
to suit your preference. The high 
power Wok burners and boiler 
burners of the cooktop are made 
from solid brass, providing optimal 
performance.

All our four burner gas stoves are 
made from the finest quality glass 
and stainless steel. With rigorous 
quality standards, our products are 
accredited to ISO 9001:2015. Note 
that our cooktops are Australian-
made products proudly using 
locally-sourced materials.

Offering flexibility, 
our range of 4 
Burner Cooktops 
provides advanced 
heat control 
features such as a 
high power Wok 
burner, style, and 
durability. Ideal for 
people who have 
larger meals, enjoy 
entertaining, and 
complex recipes.

1003 9799 9660



4 BURNER COOKTOPS
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GL4 GAS ON GLASS
CAST IRON TRIVETS

GL4 STAINLESS STEEL
CAST IRON TRIVETS

DIMENSIONS

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Boiler burners x2 Solid brass

Colour Silver

Material
Brushed Stainless 
Steel

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Boiler burners x2 Solid brass

www.goldlinecorp.com.au

GL4WZNG - CAST
GL4WZLPG - CAST

GL4SSZNG - CAST
GL4SSZLPG - CAST

GL4BZNG - CAST
GL4BZLPG - CAST

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
930mm x 
450mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
885mm x 
405mm

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
640mm x 
520mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
601mm x 
473mm

GL4

GL704
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GL704 GAS ON GLASS
CAST IRON TRIVETS

GL704 GAS ON GLASS
ENAMEL TRIVETS

GL4 GAS ON GLASS
ENAMEL TRIVETS

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Wok burners x1 Solid brass

Boiler burners x3 Solid brass

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Enamel

Wok burners x1 Solid brass

Boiler burners x3 Solid brass

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Enamel

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Boiler burners x2 Solid brass

03 9799 9660

NARROW GAS COOKTOPS

GL4WZNG
GL4WZLPG

GL4BZNG
GL4BZLPG

GL704BZNG - CAST
GL704BZLPG - CAST

GL704WZNG - CAST
GL704WZLPG - CAST

GL704BZNG
GL704BZLPG

GL704WZNG
GL704WZLPG



NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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3 BURNER COOKTOPS
For wok cooking on a narrow bench top or small kitchen

 







Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignitionAvailable in black or 
white glass

Trivets available in 
enamel or cast iron

Available in straight or 
soft edge glass

Available in natural 
gas or LPG



High-powered wok 
brass burners



Moveable wok ring
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Goldline’s 3 burner 
cooktops are an 
excellent addition 
to kitchens that 
use woks on a 
regular basis. With 
Goldline’s renown 
heat control and 
burner placement 
for 2 woks and a 
rice pot, Goldline’s 
3 burner is the 
stove top solution 
you have been 
waiting for.

GREAT QUALITY & SERVICEEASY CLEANING

STANDARD SAFETY

MATCHES THE INTERIOR

All our cooktops are made from 
the finest quality glass and 
stainless steel. With rigorous 
quality standards, our products are 
accredited to ISO 9001:2015. Note 
that our cooktops are Australian-
made products proudly using 
locally-sourced materials.

The removable trivets help you 
to clean the cooktop effortlessly, 
allowing you to remove spillage 
bowls for easy maintenance.

Flame Failure Device (FFD) is a 
feature that cuts the gas supply 
to burners as soon as the flame 
extinguishes, minimizing risks of 
accidental fire damages.

The high-quality black reflective 
glass and polished metal trim 
combine elegance and durability. 
You can choose black or white 
colour cooktops based on the colour 
palette of your kitchen.

VARIANTS AVAILABLE

We have variant depth cooktops 
available. We also offer both LPG 
and natural gas cooktops to suit 
your preference. The high power 
Wok burners and boiler burners 
of the cooktop are made from 
solid brass, providing optimal 
performance.



3 BURNER COOKTOPS
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GL3 GAS ON GLASS
STR AIGHT ED GE

GL3 GAS ON GLASS
SOF T ED GE

DIMENSIONS

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Boiler burners x1 Solid brass

Colour White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Boiler burners x1 Solid brass

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
860mm x 
450mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
815mm x 
405mm

GL3BZNG - CAST
GL3BZLPG - CAST

GL3BZNG
GL3BZLPG

GL3WSOF TNG - CAST
GL3WSOF TLPG - CAST

GL3WSOF TNG
GL3WSOF TLPG
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2 BURNER COOKTOPS
For those who desire luxury without the luxury of space

NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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x2 High-powered wok 
brass burners

Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignition Solid brass wok burners

Trivets available in 
enamel or cast iron

Available in straight or 
soft edge glass

Available in natural 
gas or LPG

Moveable wok ring



PRECISE RESULTS & CONTROL

FOR EVERYDAY COOKING

RELIABLE & DURABLE

OPTIMAL SAFETY

EASY CLEANING

The cooktop with 2-high powered 
work burners provides accurate 
cooking results. It ensures even heat 
distribution and consistent flame 
with the latest burner technology. 
The control knobs help the users to 
set at precise temperatures with 
heat modes from ‘simmer’ to ‘full-
on’.

With two wok burners, the cooktop 
offers powerful cooking results and 
is ideal for families that have every 
day cooking needs and alfresco 
and BBQ grilling.

The black reflective glass and cast 
iron/enamel trivets combine style 
and durability. You can choose 
between white or black cooktops.

The Flame Failure Device (FFD) 
disconnects the fuel supply to 
particular burners as soon as the 
flame extinguishes. The feature 
safeguards people and property 
from accidental fire damages.

The glass cooktop has a design 
to help you with easy cleaning. 
The removable trivets and spillage 
bowls make the cleaning and 
maintenance of the gas on glass 
hob hassle-free.

Goldline Corp 
offers Gas on Glass 
2 Burner Cooktops 
for families with 
minimal kitchen 
space. The gas 
on glass cooktop 
comes with many 
features to provide 
an advanced 
and safe cooking 
experience.

1803 9799 9660



2 BURNER COOKTOPS
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GL2 GAS ON GLASS
STR AIGHT ED GE

GL2 GAS ON GLASS
SOF T ED GE

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

Colour White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x2 Solid brass

DIMENSIONS

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
750mm x 
450mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
665mm x 
345mm

GL2BZNG - CAST
GL2BZLPG - CAST

GL2BZNG
GL2BZLPG

GL2WSOF TNG - CAST
GL2WSOF TLPG - CAST

GL2WSOF TNG
GL2WSOF TLPG
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NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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1 BURNER COOKTOPS
Outdoor cooking at its best





  

 

x1 High-powered wok 
brass burner

Precision heating 
control knobs

Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignition Solid brass wok burner

Trivets available in 
enamel or cast iron

Available in natural 
gas or LPG



Wok ring included
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Goldline Corp 
offers Gas on Glass 
1 Burner Cooktops 
to fit your 
compact cooking 
requirements. It 
is an excellent 
cooktop choice for 
both interior and 
exterior cooking 
with a number of 
features:

PRECISION HEATING IDEAL FOR COMPACT HOMES

ASSURED SAFETYEXCELLENT DURABILITY

EASY CLEANING

The high-powered wok burner of 
the gas on glass cooktop provides 
precise cooking results. The newly-
designed control knobs help you to 
set at different heating modes from 
“simmer” to “full-on.”

The compact design of the cooktop 
makes it ideal for kitchens that 
have minimal space and cooking 
requirements. It is also an excellent 
option for alfresco parties and BBQ 
grilling, camper trailers, and more.

The gas on glass hob features FFD 
that cuts the gas supply to burners 
as soon as the flame extinguishes. 
Reducing the risk of accidental fire 
damages to your property.

Made from superior quality black 
reflective glass and polished metal 
trim, the gas on glass hob combines 
durability with elegance.

The removable trivets help you to 
clean the cooktop hassle-free. You 
can also remove the spillage bowls 
and clean it on a daily basis to 
enhance the durability.



1 BURNER COOKTOPS
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DIMENSIONS

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
510mm x 
300mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
265mm x 
475mm

GL301 GAS ON GLASS
CAST IRON TRIVETS

GL301 GAS ON GLASS
ENAMEL TRIVETS

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Wok burner x1

Colour Black

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Enamel

Wok burner x1

GL301BZNG - CAST
GL301BZLPG - CAST

GL301BZNG
GL301BZLPG
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60CM COOKTOPS
Affordable cooktops for apartments and small space kitchens

NARROW GAS COOKTOPS
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x2 High-powered wok 
brass burners

Available in black or 
white

Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignition

Trivets available in 
enamel or cast iron

Available in natural 
gas or LPG

Moveable wok ring



Goldline Corp 
offers you 60cm 
Gas Cooktops 
that ensure 
excellent cooking 
performance for 
chefs with compact 
kitchens.

2603 9799 9660

HIGH-POWERED WOK BURNERS GREAT QUALITY & SERVICE

Our 60 cm gas cooktops ensure 
precision heating and have 
standard safety features.

The dual control is a multi-flame 
control option that helps you set 
precise heating while cooking.

With separate flame control options 
for both outer and inner rings, you 
can choose the right heating based 
on the food product you cook.

The cooktop also features standard 
safety options such as FFD. The 
feature stops the gas flow to 
the burner once the flame is 
extinguished.

Goldline is different to the mass 
market producers, which allows 
for a personal touch not only in 
customer service and experience 
but in our unique ability to offer 
tailored solutions.



60CM COOKTOPS
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GL603 GAS ON GLASS
CAST IRON TRIVETS

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x1 Solid brass

Boiler burners x2 Solid brass

GL603 GAS ON GLASS
ENAMEL TRIVETS

Colour Black or White

Material Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets
Cast iron with wok 
ring or Enamel

Wok burners x1 Solid brass

Boiler burners x2 Solid brass

Cooktop type Gas

Dimensions
640mm x 
500mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & 
Lead

Cutout size
553mm x 
473mm

DIMENSIONS

GL603BZNG - CAST
GL603BZLPG - CAST

GL603WZNG - CAST
GL603WZLPG - CAST

GL603BZNG
GL603BZLPG

GL603WZNG
GL603WZLPG
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ELECTRIC COOKTOP
Narrow stove top with innovative safety & heat features

NARROW ELECTRIC COOKTOP
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9-stage power setting

x1 Triple Zone
(850/1700/2300W)

x1 Twin Zone
(700/1700W)

x2 Single Zone
(1200W)

Intuitive touch controls Residual heat 
indicators

Auto cooking function



Goldline Corp’s 
Electric Cooktops 
uniquely combines 
power and heat in 
a narrow bench 
top – perfect for 
small spaces and 
apartment living. 

3003 9799 9660

GREAT QUALITY & SERVICE ELEGANT, STYLISH DESIGN

All cooktops have a compact and 
stylish design, allowing for hassle-
free cooking. The design helps you 
to cook using all the burners at the 
same time with greater comfort. 
Every cooktop is manufactured using 
high-quality glass and showcases 
excellent strength and durability. 
Goldline’s Electric Cooktop is 
available in sleek black that is 
sure to complement your kitchen’s 
aesthetics. It also features a simple 
and easy installation procedure.

With rigorous quality standards, 
our products are accredited to ISO 
9001:2015. Note that our cooktops 
are Australian Gas Association 
approved and proudly made using 
locally-sourced materials.

We manufacture and supply only 
the best cooktops that combine 
beauty and functionality. With 
thoughtful burner placement, 
designed with real cooks in mind 
and precision control Goldline 
power, you can be sure that 
Goldline will be your best friend in 
the kitchen.



NARROW ELECTRIC COOKTOP
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DIMENSIONS

Cooktop type Electric

Overall size
930mm x 
450mm x 60mm

Cutout size
865mm x 
378mm

Weight 10.6kg

ELECTRIC COOKTOP
RZ94T-1

Colour Black

Material Glass

Cooktop zones

x1 Triple Zone
(850/1700/2300W)

x1 Twin Zone
(700/1700W)

x2 Single Zone
(1200W)
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LIFESTYLE SERIES COOKTOPS
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LIFESTYLE SERIES
Gas cooktops designed specifically for cooks
with a cultural specification



  

  



European design high 
power burners

2-year warranty Flame Failure Device 
for standard safety

Electronic ignition

High-powered wok 
burners

Heavy duty cast iron 
grids

Dual control

LPG Conversion Kit 
included
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A new affordable 
range of cooktops 
for Australian 
families. Cooking 
solutions that 
caters for the 
diversity of our 
country’s cooking 
styles. From casual 
alfresco to formal 
entertaining, 
Goldline’s lifestyle 
range offers 
performance 
& practicality 
together with 
modern styling.

PRECISION HEATING VERSATILITY

LONG-LASTING, QUALITY DESIGN

Features like dual control wok 
burner ensure optimal heating. It 
offers a multi-flame control feature 
that helps you set precise heat 
settings. You can sizzle, simmer, 
roast, and stir-fry without moving 
the pan to different burners. The 
outer ring and inner ring flame 
controls are independent, and this 
helps you control the heat better. 
With a movable wok stand, you will 
find the cooktop easy to clean and 
maintain.

Flame Failure Device (FFD) cuts 
the supply of LPG or natural gas 
to the burner as soon as the flame 
extinguishes. Our cooktops also 
feature high-powered wok burners 
and electronic ignition option.

All Lifestyle series cooktops are 
ideal for both LPG and natural gas 
and come with an LPG conversion 
kit. They also offer free “wok 
support” to ensure the right ignition 
and better performance. With the 
control knobs, you can adjust the 
heat hassle-free.

The cooktops have a compact and 
stylish design, allowing for hassle-
free cooking. The design helps you 
to cook using all the burners at the 
same time with greater comfort. 
Every cooktop is manufactured using 
high-quality glass and showcases 
excellent strength and durability.

LIFESTYLE SERIES COOKTOPS



LIFESTYLE SERIES COOKTOPS
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DIMENSIONS

www.goldlinecorp.com.au

GLS5 90CM 5 BURNER
GLS5-90B1

Colour/Material Black / Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Dual wok
control burner

x1

Rapid burner x1

Boiler burners x2

Simmer burners x1

Dimensions
870mm x 
510mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & Lead

Cutout size
840mm x 
480mm

Dimensions
590mm x 
510mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & Lead

Cutout size
555mm x 
475mm

Dimensions
870mm x 
510mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & Lead

Cutout size
840mm x 
480mm

Dimensions
870mm x 
510mm

Electrical 
specifications

10A Plug & Lead

Cutout size
840mm x 
480mm

GLS5-90B1 GLS4-60C2

GLS4-90C2 GLS3-90B1
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GLS4 90CM 5 BURNER
GLS4-90C2

Colour/Material Black / Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Dual wok
control burner

x1

Rapid burner x1

Boiler burner x1

Simmer burner x1

Colour/Material Black / Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Dual wok
control burner

x2

Simmer burner x1

Colour/Material Black / Glass

Gas type Natural gas or LPG

Trivets Cast iron w/ wok ring

Dual wok
control burner

x1

Boiler burner x2

Simmer burner x1

GLS3 90CM 3 BURNER
GLS3-90B1

SQUARE COOKTOP
GLS4-60C2
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